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The Light Path  
Lecture #6 of Year Three  

 

 

The Light Beings Speak 

 

 

I ask the divine light guide us and protect us. I call forth the beings of light and love, truth and 

wisdom. And I ask now that all that we need for the divine enfoldment of our souls, on all levels of 

our existence, manifest peacefully and lovingly. 

 

 

 

It is hard for you, as you each try to bring balance and harmony into your individual lives and 

the lives around you, to come into a full understanding of what a vast family of beings you are 

part of. As part of this vast family of beings, on those levels of your lives when you are not 

concentrating on your earth existence, you are participating in many levels of universal 

consciousness.  

 

We see your higher selves watching your earth selves scanning you, sending energy to you, 

working on your thought patterns, calling in helpers, and sending love to your heart. Your 

higher selves act as parents on the earth plane lovingly do with their children. 

 

We bring this up today because so many on the earth plane are starting to feel a sense of 

aloneness. The more they develop their consciousness, the more they begin to be aware of their 

own being and sometimes intense despair follows this awareness. They are like children, who 

when first waking up their own individuality, often have night terrors. Eventually the loved 

children learn to use their dreams in a positive way. Conscious humans will also start to use 

their awareness in a conscious way. 

 

As you become conscious on earth, you do not lose your higher self but the exchange changes 

in flavor, for what you need has changed. We ask each of you, as you continue your maturity in 

consciousness, to be honest within yourselves and admit what is it that you want to be left alone 

to solve and just have the universe love you. What is it that you would like your higher self and 

the universal consciousness to jump in and help you solve? It is up to you.  
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There is no limit to what you can ask for and how often you want to ask. There is no judgment 

when you want to solve something alone, except within your own fear system. The more you 

practice scanning yourself each day to determine what is it that you enjoy handling alone, and 

what is it you need to surrender and let your higher consciousness handle for you, the more you 

will feel empowered within yourself.  

 

We ask you to hold an image of yourself sitting around a conference table or in a circle 

conference, with all your spirit helpers, your higher self, your inner child, the projections of 

ancestral beings; now gather your conference. If you are a person who sees the light or energy 

instead of a particular form, imagine the energy of that manifestation. Imagine the light or 

energy of your inner child or grandmother spirit. You have called a meeting. They are there to 

hear what you have to say. You are going to present your truths, your strengths, your dreams, 

and you are going to decide who you are going to turn to for help and what kind of energy you 

need from your conference helpers. You will decide who or what energy you will surrender to 

as a source that is stronger or wiser than you in this moment. But you will do the surrendering, 

it will not be taken from you. You are a free spiritual being given the ability to chose light or 

turn to the shadow. 

 

Another way to use the conference is to act in unison with your committee of helpers to send 

light energy and love and wisdom to receptive people on the earth who are seeking to merge 

with others of spirit. You can focus the energy of your spiritual committee on people who are 

in crisis and seeking help, to a place on the earth that needs love, or to a situation such as a 

natural disaster or group of people in shadows of war, famine, hatred or any of the earth 

shadows. 

 

Don’t waste time trying to figure out how your committee is doing this. You have your job -- to 

live your earth life consciously, positively and intently. They, the committee, have their job -- to 

love and serve you, to be a tool of mediation between the universal consciousness and beings 

and yourself. It might be hard for some of you to see yourself as such a powerful part of the 

team that is set up to serve you. You are used to serving and loving others. You might be used 

to taking directions from others. You might be used to surrendering to negative worries of the 

shadow. Just let yourself experiment with being the one who calls the action, the one who 

surrenders to a light, the one who is loved and helped and guided. Just let yourself play with 

that energy.  
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You can be conscious, purposeful, focused and surrounded by love and light. Practice taking 

this awareness with you into your everyday life. See how it settles around you. 

 

Know then that as you leave the light conference and bring your focus back to your everyday 

life, your committee is working for you. The energy or being that you surrender to is actively 

loving you, teaching you, guiding you. It’s a dance between you calling the energy, focusing the 

intent and then swirling into a blissful state of surrender.  

 

Hear the music of love and dance in the light with your committee of beings!  We are here to 

serve you. We also surrender to an energy of greater love and wisdom than ourselves. So we 

understand. We want you to remember - it fulfills the destiny of your guides and the light 

energy to be of service to you. You fulfill the destiny when you lovingly receive it. 

 

Take care. 

 


